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Title word cross-reference

→ [521].

18th [1013, 1256, 623]. 1900 [170, 692, 649, 1047, 28, 1423, 1500, 1421, 482, 1004, 348, 787]. 1904 [1785].

2 [1799]. 200 [1589]. 20th [1590]. 227 [1451].
3 [972]. 37 [375].
4002 [1059].
500th [1010]. 50th [1574].
65 [922].
80 [1937, 1936].
93e [695].
etres [1063].
Achinstein [59, 739]. Acidity [588, 1079]. Ackernkecht [357, 218].
Ackermann [1333]. Accontius [750]. Acorn [1778]. Acosta [1702].
Adept [1050]. Adherents [1635]. Adjacent [756]. Adkins [793].
Administration [909]. Administrator [1160]. Adolf [1021]. Adriaan
[782]. Adrian [69]. Advancement [224, 1367, 1119, 1171]. Advances
Adversary [1132]. Adviser [387]. Advisor [395]. Advisors [1266].
Advocacy [1199]. Aepinus [334, 1033]. Aerial [1164]. Aeronautics [909].
against [1412, 417, 1402, 367]. Agassi [1591, 436]. Agassiz [36, 1118, 1582].
Age [402, 1150, 192, 1740, 1614, 1012, 1852, 921, 439, 601]. Agents
[1721, 1347]. Ages [1898, 1631, 1181, 1297, 982, 1609, 31, 742, 354, 424, 1475].
Agostino [1496]. Agricultural [1427]. Agriculture [1428, 1600].
Agrimensores [706]. agronomies [156]. Agronomie [156]. Ahmad
[933, 1479, 1105, 1649]. Aichi [1106]. Ainsworth [1399]. Air [1172].
Airship [1185]. Aitken [1404]. Akadémia [1457]. Akademie
[1714, 1929, 1617, 1558, 1430]. Akademiemitglied [1857]. akademii [1256].
Akademiya [1783]. Akhundov [923]. Akten [1414]. Al
[1460, 1252, 1903, 259, 1186, 1479, 1761, 521, 1497, 1551, 1409, 1251, 409, 1649, 1252, 1810, 234, 732, 546, 1903, 259, 309, 564, 933, 1252, 748, 1105, 1054].
Al-Bahir [933, 1105]. al-Biruni [1649, 1054]. al-Bitruji [748]. al-Buzajani
[1252, 1903, 1252, 1252, 1903]. al-Wafa [521]. Alain [1416]. Alan
[1307, 1532, 1685, 72, 605]. Alani [747]. Alban [1073].
Albani-Boncompagni [1703]. Albany [919]. Albert
[1260]. Albrecht [1853, 1477, 776, 1704, 1909, 806]. Albucasis [1298].
Album [1859]. Alchemical [1050]. alchemistische [1899]. alchemistischen
[1187, 1482]. Alchemists [1606, 176]. Alchemy [1050, 32, 1163, 1225, 1606].
Aldrovandi [1555, 1555]. Aleksander [694]. Aleksandrovich [55]. Alexander
[1657, 1244, 1473, 1295, 99, 1313, 358, 1875, 1363, 1420].
Alfred [1490, 492, 70, 578, 728, 327, 70, 905]. Alfredo [132]. Algebra
[644, 1867, 1841, 1112, 1094, 29]. algèbre [1396, 1105, 933]. Alger [388].
Alice [384]. Alienation [699]. Allis [1442]. Alkimbo [1412]. Alkalis
[687]. Alkindi [233]. all [1846, 1485, 1301, 1910]. Almand [858, 858].
Allan [298, 1475, 1706]. allandó [1457]. Allaud [1661]. all
Allgemeine [1607]. allgemeinverständerlichen [1413]. Allibone [988].
Allied [635, 363, 1540]. Alma [884]. Almagest [1480, 1245]. Almanus
American [1069, 1199, 1310, 339, 1286, 490, 1204, 370, 1771, 525, 797, 1302, 1778, 1568, 1367, 266, 1464, 1119, 1200, 1156, 1646, 1009, 668, 1179, 1614, 697, 613, 1751, 118, 1341, 1711, 1118, 1501, 1418, 1862, 1860, 328, 1540, 502, 402, 141, 1037, 777, 589, 170, 542, 1322, 1341, 743, 673, 1855, 1419, 1923].
Americanarum [568]. Americans [1427]. Amerika [1066].
amerikanischer [170]. Ames [581]. Ami [1193]. Ammines [1320].
Ammonium [504]. Amos [1774]. Ampère [1635]. Ampère [927].
Anaesthetic [1697]. Anaesthetists [1697]. Analisis [1355]. Analogy [916].
Anderson [1692]. Andre [375, 561, 1615, 156, 622]. André-Félix [622].
Andreæae [1191]. Andreas [1413]. Andrew [583, 878]. Andrews
[1206, 1023]. Andronikos [1473]. Anfänge [621]. Anfängen [1097]. Angelo
Animal [1739, 527, 1169, 1230, 1729, 48, 39, 1374]. animala [1146].
animalium [1897, 1355]. Animals [661, 751, 795, 792]. Ann [1425, 1158].
Anna [839]. années [1058]. Annette [1892, 622]. Anniversary
[1574, 995, 737]. Anniversay [1010]. Annotated
Anthology [658]. Anthony [1814, 661, 1470, 869, 1646, 878, 879, 1287].
Anthropological [1406]. Anthropologie [759]. Anthropology
...
[550, 601, 694, 512, 1525, 700]. D'Holbach [1307]. Diabetestratat
[1056]. Dicks [123]. Dickson [23]. Dictionary
613, 864, 1106, 1106, 1599, 211, 738, 1453. Didactic [1254, 1126]. Diego
[745]. dien [617]. Dieter [1015, 1590, 562, 1902]. Dietlinde
Differenzierung [1563]. Diffraction [941, 47]. Diffusion [1922, 914, 607].
Digital [1006]. Dijksterhuis [261]. Dilemma [774, 335, 162]. Dilke [706].
Dimension [1164, 1580]. Diminution [34]. Din [1479]. Dinosaur [1720].
Dinosaurs [853]. Diocles [1550]. Dionysius [979]. Diophante [1396].
Diplomacy [141]. direction [1770]. Directions [633]. Directorships [669].
Disciplinary [1594]. Discipline [452]. Disciplines [1819]. Discontinuity
923, 1812, 879. Discorso [1555]. Discours [775]. Discourse [36, 878].
300. Discovers [1737]. Discovery [1601, 1514, 242, 1196, 1165, 855, 201,
578, 1883, 1629, 1483, 1719, 177, 1763, 1456, 412, 3, 1604, 146, 1602].
Discussion [842]. Discussions [415]. Disease [1073, 353, 417, 1192]. Diseases
1052, 1539. d’Isis [1671]. Disordered [253]. Disorders [760]. Dispersion
Divided [1465]. Divine [1050]. Division [112, 800]. Divisionibus [291, 595].
Doctor [761, 1055]. Doctorates [1226]. Doctors [1466, 742, 864]. Doctrine
1487. Doctrines [1052, 308, 827]. documentaires [1705]. Documentary
1425, 1172. Documents [537]. Dokumente [1929]. Dollars [159].
Domain [650]. Domandl [621, 621]. Domestic [19]. Dominick [629]. Don
[807, 1818, 73]. Donald [82, 1694, 1014, 1156, 108, 41, 1251, 1736, 177, 944].
Donaldson [475]. Donato [151]. Donauram [932]. Donder [720].
Donders [320]. Donkersloot [937]. Donkersloot-de [937]. Donna [1373].
Donnet [1552]. Donovan [151]. Dörfinger [1489]. d’organisation [1889].
Doris [999]. Dorotheus [1471]. Dorothy [719, 1194, 656, 99, 1055, 990].
Dr [314]. Dr. [99]. Drafts [1793]. Drag [780]. Drake


Electricity [467, 166, 1033, 1337, 1448, 1230]. Electrochemical [1675]. Electromagnetic [641, 113, 958]. Electron [64]. Electronics [615].


Ellenberger [242, 1907]. Ellery [537]. Elliot [1159]. Elliston [1733].
Ellsworth [991]. Elmer [796, 628]. Eloge
[1809, 1446, 82, 779, 594, 1868, 961, 1168, 1275, 1384, 1680, 171, 1324, 505, 999, 1521, 397, 1520, 1128, 1634, 236]. Elusive [872, 1829]. Embrìologia
[1846]. Emergence [1427, 890, 1169, 1176, 1304, 1926, 943, 1819]. Emil
[1490]. Emile [1800, 629, 945]. Emilio [278, 1355]. Eminence [167].
Eminent [1927, 1145, 1392]. Emmanuel [1484]. Emmerson [868].
Empirical [879]. Empirismo [1878]. Empty [596].
Encounter [1463]. Encounters [276]. Encyclopédie [1489].
Endless [1278, 1212]. Engraved [756]. Enlightenment [1307, 1258, 296, 803, 1016, 189].
Enquiry [1503]. Enrico [119, 278]. enseignement [1102].
Ensign [384]. Enterprise [1310, 92, 1791]. Entitled [337].
Entomology [877]. Entre [1616]. Entstehung [341].
Entstehungsdatum [548]. Entwicklung [1096, 874, 1929, 418, 1068].
Epidemic [1618]. Epidemics [1829]. Epilepsy [469]. Episode [1741]. Episodes [875].
epitola [1490]. Epistolary [1783]. Epistolicum [1170]. Epistolyarnogo
[1783]. Equivalents [966, 967, 545, 783].
Erfahrung [1332]. Erhard [950]. Eri [1284].
Erich [1411, 1281, 1013, 671, 938, 808, 1659, 1539, 56, 662, 921].
Erna [1656, 483, 891, 886]. Ernst [829, 1882, 1249, 878, 448, 845, 1155].
Ernst [481, 1503, 1139, 752, 1818, 1783, 328, 841, 1401, 170, 413, 479, 897].
Erratum [966]. Error [1503]. Errors [83].
Erich [218, 1727, 1180, 1849, 357, 1387]. Erziehung [621]. espagnole [128].
España [741, 57, 1045, 1551, 1782]. española [1707, 570]. esprit [1770].
Esquisse [410]. Essai [1079, 561, 1063, 1108, 758].
Essay [712, 755, 935, 1693, 1395, 272, 739, 1501, 122, 542].
Essays [345, 352, 1543, 1184, 297, 243, 1886, 492, 768, 829, 1729, 574, 1643, 1528, 600, 1911, 1299, 554, 1507, 1011, 1135, 1382, 736, 415, 1813, 1295, 1901, 678, 1461, 357, 1401, 15, 1554, 1603, 1743, 1688].
Essences [643]. Essential
[1368, 1730]. est [750]. Establishment [879]. Establishments [1560].
estestvenno [1813]. estestvenno-nauchnykh [1813]. Estimate [969].
22


Gasser [260, 1299, 1851]. Gaston [1616, 573, 908]. Gastric [370].

Gatzemeier [255]. Gaudin [957]. Gaus [690]. Gauss [193, 393, 1657].


Geburtstag [1098, 1892, 928]. Gek [1098]. Gedeo [1365]. gedruckte [572].

Gegenwart [1831]. Geiger [689]. Geillustreerde [244]. Geist [841].


Grandfather [964]. Grant [1720, 472, 1248, 424], Graph [10, 1691].


gréco [1547]. gréco-latine [1547]. Greece [96]. Greek [616, 1898, 1826, 1246, 836, 123, 1294, 1700, 64, 1515, 729, 1277].


Gregor [1171]. Gregorii [532]. Gregory [1886, 1367, 1788].

Grene [554]. Grensemann [359, 1548]. Gresham [1411].


Guide [1888, 1172, 1422, 737, 657, 1695, 1206].

Guider [1881]. Gulick [996]. Gundel [256].


Guiterman [699]. Gutt [1564].

Gweig-dien [617]. Gweig-djen [1483, 1763].


H [1222, 898, 989].

Ha-hakr’a’ah [1761]. hakr’a’ah [1761]. Haas [1818]. Haber [1285, 1226].

Haberer [246]. Habicht [1490, 1170]. Hacienda [254]. Hacking [1176].

Haeckel [481, 997]. haeckelli [997]. Hägg [941]. Hal [1549]. Hahn [405].


Hall [719, 193, 1415, 1654, 1467, 1605, 372, 17, 1802, 524, 1597].


Hammell [1428]. Hammer [522]. Hand [1542]. handasiyya [1251].

Handler [1455]. Handlist [1561]. Handschriften [1187, 1482, 1187].

Handwerker [1857]. Hankins [1083, 189]. Hanley [1462]. Hannah [1786].


Hanson [867, 412]. Hanzeit [98]. Hapgood [383]. Harald
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Josephi [568]. Joshua [1817].


Justification [1174]. Justus [1427]. Juvamentis [1678].


Karel [244]. Kargon [478, 1119, 1791]. Karin [1545, 1146, 1841].

Karla [1783]. Katalog [1187, 1482]. Kataye [1650].

Kaufman [443, 1855]. Kaufmann [70, 70, 1424, 466].

Kavanagh [1408, 324]. Keat [1706, 1053].

Keating [1750].

Keck [1050, 1697, 1773, 652, 352, 316].

Kerckhoff [1166, 1166].

Kirk [1050, 1697, 1773, 652, 352, 316]. Kipphardt [75].


Motion [1383, 1189, 499, 247, 1581, 614, 449, 333, 1529]. Motions [782].
Motivations [776]. Motive [1831]. Mott [1750]. motu [1897, 1080, 1355].
motuum [472]. Mountain [854]. Mourelatos [1295].
Mucctazilite [596]. Mugler [744]. Muhammad [1649]. mulhousien [1705].
Mulkay [1819, 1926]. Muller [216, 1091, 374, 1414, 917, 564, 981, 1285].
Museum [18, 244, 91, 8, 929, 939, 420, 1154, 245]. Museums [606].
Musson [56]. musulmana [1551]. My [302, 449, 1575, 693, 197].
Mycology [1399]. Mysticism [1257, 1336]. Myth [690, 1882, 393, 122, 1696, 837].
Myths [565].

Nagatsune [1567]. Nagel [829]. Naissance [1891]. Najstarszy [838].
Nakayama [1284]. named [858]. Namen [1902]. Names [1767, 1237].
Nasen [564]. Nasen- [564]. Nash [530]. Nasir [234]. Naslediya [1783].
Notation [1244]. Note [402, 544, 83, 1723, 85, 819, 1627]. Notes [375, 1426].
Number [871, 60, 22, 60]. Numbering [302]. Numbers [731, 1568, 1862, 1895, 1505, 60]. Numerical [1823, 49].
Oak [1778]. Oberschall [879]. Objectivity [1199]. Objects [929].
Observations [1582, 1447, 1052, 1794, 308, 878]. Observatory [1281, 669, 1825, 1281, 1281]. Observer [1794]. Occasion [1375, 1010].
occidentales [1547]. Occult [711, 1242]. Ocean [251]. Oceanographers [997]. Oceanography [303, 251, 1342].
Order [1371, 590, 1445, 430, 119, 1818, 553]. Ordinance [634]. Ordway [94].
Oresme [472, 234]. Organic [120, 1375, 449, 1883, 303, 870].
organicheskikh [1883]. organicheskoi [1883, 1535]. Organicism [1373].
Origins [670, 184, 468, 481, 503, 392, 1254, 1442, 37, 1018, 1549, 634, 1406.
Pyenson [1928]. Pythagorean [1882]. Pythagoreanism [834].


1529, 739, 788, 830, 1303, 673, 1248, 893, 270, 1688, 872, 220, 1906, 1020,
1821, 462, 1369, 477, 976, 1022, 1118, 249, 1043, 696, 866, 809, 1458, 463, 339,
624, 986, 1432, 973, 1454, 1861, 1876, 1047]. Science
[1335, 1637, 514, 1917, 1452, 735, 1005, 653, 222, 787, 1200, 1284, 1018, 580,
617, 1483, 1594, 1763, 343, 101, 1791, 1011, 1331, 347, 1091, 1660, 1736, 1297,
460, 1042, 886, 1137, 624, 986, 1432, 973, 1454, 1861, 1876, 1047].

Sciences
[225, 1815, 405, 1290, 711, 241, 243, 1565, 550, 1085, 1597, 1783, 749, 1352,
151, 1525, 1695, 1457, 1250, 1002, 1731, 601, 695, 724, 58, 1748, 925, 121,
1528, 553, 1101, 943, 363, 1540, 346, 512, 1525, 190, 695]. scientiam [1490].

Scientific
[1281, 345, 717, 1638, 184, 413, 71, 1013, 1286, 405, 481, 826, 540, 392, 514,
1214, 812, 1589, 1271, 1256, 92, 982, 1003, 1178, 1592, 387, 828, 664, 161, 1367,
334, 1227, 349, 449, 1257, 951, 764, 1593, 205, 533, 651, 1730, 31, 1174, 1597,
1719, 211, 948, 806, 738, 939, 167, 1663, 1136, 1913, 1319, 1622, 1781, 1046, 575,
1443, 482, 793, 1004, 1576, 412, 689, 607, 178, 1813, 537, 791, 696, 1726, 1010,
1819, 414, 344, 907, 904, 1532, 1258, 1788, 623, 462, 555, 1394, 1735, 1287].

scientifica [1555, 1910, 433]. scientifique [1731]. Scientist [502, 312, 627, 375, 265, 88, 162, 584, 195, 776, 340, 1160,
1169, 1850, 714, 1117, 896]. scientifiques [1731].

Seeger [1204, 479, 1060]. Seele [1403, 841]. Seeley [1737]. Seip [665, 663].

Sea [251, 692, 1013, 34]. Seaborg [75]. Seaborn [422]. Search


Sense [1628, 1221, 308]. Senses [1837, 729]. senso [1843, 1497]. Sensory
[1806, 1076]. Separate [1631, 475]. Sepp [621]. September
[883, 961, 1098, 322, 1918, 1520, 961]. Serber [75]. seredina [1256]. Sergio
[756]. Seven [207]. Seven-Place [207]. Seventeenth [624, 265, 338, 1631,
1911, 1114, 1255, 757, 1357, 987, 686, 1875, 431, 1322, 1216, 962, 333].

Seventeenth-Century [1357]. Seventeenth-Century [1255, 1216, 962, 333].

Seventh [1837, 496]. Sex [1514, 1306, 1653]. sex-angulaire [1306]. Sexual
Taxidermy [1381], taxonomie [252], Taylor [1925], Teach [1496], Teaches [66], Teaching [652, 898, 466], Technical [904, 1818, 245, 1813], Technik [98, 1698, 1918], Technikgeschichte [1545], Technique [1661], Techniques [1406, 223, 1525, 58, 1452, 419, 1053, 1832], technischen [63], Technischer [1330], Technological [1687, 1922, 1101, 56], Technology [1310, 1874, 1034, 1742, 901, 1452, 419, 1053, 1832], 1241, 420, 618, 614, 1734, 797, 930, 658, 698], t´ecnica [1045, 551], Tectonics [1800], Ted [415], Teich [1135], Teil [1187, 1617, 1548, 1558], Teilhard [1433, 109], tekhnicheskikh [1813], Telescope [955, 686, 104, 1884], Telle [1899], Teller [1266, 1372], Tellamed [34], Teaching [1281], Temkin [1543, 469, 1049], Temples [606], Temporal [1445], Temps [5, 1731], Ten [399], Tension [1730], tentative [1615], Teontoonstelling [263], teoria [1890, 1782], Terlecka [1236], Terminology [31], Terrell [1115], Terrestrial [271], Territory [1048], Terry [943], Tertia [1490], Teske [1461], Test [634, 593], Testament [1050], Testimonien [1548], Tetty [1262], Tetu [1324], Texas [105, 1375, 1363], Text [1298, 425], Textbook [396, 1309], Textes [550], Textile [155], Texts [888, 499, 305, 1538, 801], Theaetetus [1628], Their [1582, 1309, 869, 187, 609, 742, 19, 1606, 1639, 308, 633, 356], Themes [1258], Theon [885], Theodora [327], Theodore [265, 243, 703, 1614, 1349], Théodora [809], Théodoridès [133], Theodosius [1138], Theologian [455], Theologians [1191], Theologie [752, 752], Theology [640, 401], Théophraste [757], Theophrastus [1474, 423], Theorem [1229], Theoretical [468, 158, 81, 559, 1198], Theorica [1270], Theoricae [510], Theorie [157, 1615], Theorien [273], Theories [1323, 345, 514, 611, 557, 1507, 914, 927, 1046, 579, 434, 1460], Theory [301, 290, 1318, 1273, 1638, 1793, 641, 1189, 590, 1854, 588, 9, 237, 1858, 1321, 503, 1810, 1637, 854, 287, 272, 1387, 1806, 492, 530, 334, 1033, 1812, 541, 441, 1181, 233, 1691, 1104, 1123, 1319, 1441, 575, 1338, 1906, 1344, 1217, 1790, 958, 204, 1576, 415, 1498, 912, 1363, 322, 1115, 1177, 1264, 558, 1394, 662, 510, 1115, 771, 1540], 1182, 218], thereto [756], Thermodynamics [1858, 439], Thesis [1387, 1507], Theta [905], Thies [259], Thing [1879], Things [553, 1127], Thinkers [1302], Thinking [1101, 651], Third [688, 1685, 1669, 160], Thirteenth [1107, 1762, 453, 1272, 396], Thirteenth-Century [1762, 453], Thistle [1314], Thomas [712, 368, 1554, 1833, 525, 877, 1019, 1503, 1153, 310, 524, 441, 1730, 1305, 896, 1024, 101, 894, 1109, 1711, 189, 628, 528, 1899, 337, 1083, 1697, 1664, 1144, 1305, 438], Thompson [1239, 223, 1311], Thomson [1509, 1759, 717], Thorkild [980], Thorndike [131], Thornton [258, 462], Thought [701, 986, 1538, 147, 29, 1313, 1465, 1568, 267, 699, 1614, 793, 577, 991].

Wilder [502]. Wilfrid [426]. Wilhelm
[1330, 1477, 262, 769, 1684, 85, 1414, 1842, 1844, 531, 765, 841, 1849, 195].
Wilhelminischen [1684]. Wilkins [1196, 102]. Willard [1204, 867, 412].
Willem [196, 937]. Willey [1009, 1435]. William
[805, 1927, 1062, 379, 880, 468, 426, 1494, 1180, 478, 1620, 1898, 756, 1194, 1610,
1257, 673, 37, 742, 1183, 480, 1329, 528, 160, 762, 658, 803, 39, 1362, 1366, 696, 1573, 1035, 1078, 1269, 959, 543, 1850, 384, 666, 575].
Williamson [1818, 1859, 1362]. Williamsburg [253]. Wilkins [1196, 102].
Willard [1204, 867, 412]. Willem [196, 937]. Willey [1009, 1435]. William
[805, 1927, 1062, 379, 880, 468, 426, 1494, 1180, 478, 1620, 1898, 756, 1194, 1610,
1257, 673, 37, 742, 1183, 480, 1329, 528, 160, 762, 658, 803, 39, 1362, 1366, 696, 1573, 1035, 1078, 1269, 959, 543, 1850, 384, 666, 575].
Wilt [1818, 1859, 1362]. Williamsburg [253]. Willy [1824, 548, 403].
Wilson [301, 1428, 602, 1318, 1848, 725, 161, 1691, 269, 491]. Winau
[928, 1918]. Winkelmann [928]. Winslow [486]. Winsor [1371]. Winter
[693, 1558]. Winterl [50]. Wirkung [1414]. Wismann [746]. Wissenschaft
[483, 1929, 1655, 341, 707]. Wissenschaften [1430, 1714, 1617, 1558, 1684, 750, 1929]. Wissenschaftliche
[1558]. wissenschaftlichen [1795, 1816]. wissenschaftlicher [1563].
Wissenschaftsentwicklung [1640]. Wissenschaftsforschung [1640]. wissenschaftsgeschichtliche [1489]. Wissenschaftsorganisatorische
[1558]. Wissenschaftspolitik [1068, 1684]. Wissenschaftssoziologie.
[1820] Wissenschaftssoziologische [1563]. Wissenschaftssteuerung
[1640]. Witelo [1760, 453]. Witelonis [1760]. Wolf [965, 1816, 1197, 905].
Wolff [899]. Wolffianism [890]. Wolffianismens [890]. Wolfgang
[753, 492, 386, 633, 1816]. Wollheim
[906]. Wolstenholme [1544]. Wolters [1755]. Woman [761, 1043]. Women
[1466, 1749, 1444, 742, 1749]. Wood [125]. Woodcock [382]. Woodcroft
[60]. Work [1554, 1152, 430, 238, 625, 126, 985, 945, 533, 81, 896, 939, 897,
1193, 194, 127, 1787, 1409, 96, 1519, 47, 1493, 937, 40, 1159, 321, 1726].
Works [1157, 1588, 812, 1561, 317, 754, 223, 979, 886, 900, 440, 648].
Worksheet [1723]. World
[635, 1062, 1156, 251, 725, 1053, 1060, 1818, 1741, 1916, 197, 1277, 1010, 337,
540, 144, 614, 1205, 1542, 1757, 1775, 422, 268, 1051]. World-Edifice [1775].
Worlds [775, 188]. Worster [1694]. Worterbuch [1590]. Worth [1375].
Wortham [470]. Wound [1542]. Wright [537, 337, 1289]. Writers [542].
Writing [95]. Writings
[1276, 375, 192, 152, 982, 703, 1478, 303, 1368, 1198, 576]. Written
[1886, 864, 878]. Wrobel [1664]. Wunderlich [1842, 1842, 1799]. Wussing
[106]. Wybourne [952]. Wyndham [1341]. Wynter [1278].
X [907, 522, 1654, 1058, 1900, 941, 765, 1813, 1081]. X-Ray [907]. X-Rays
XIXe [1151, 1616]. XVI [1551, 366, 409, 179]. XVle [886]. XVII
[1256, 1813, 1613]. XVIII [1256, 342]. XVIIIe [156]. XX [1490, 286]. XXII
[587]. XXIV [1080].
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